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members of a Synocracy find a balance between selffulfilment or "receiving," and collective

Leaders within a Synocracy know this, and thus view nurturing and taking care of

In a true Synocracy, individuals do not accept positions of organizational and administrative
leadership

members of a Synocracy place attainment and maintenance of this personal Inner Christos
connection

Members of a Synocracy take personal responsibility for themselves by consistently running
the 0-
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the favor. MCRC Synocratic Power Structure MCRC Svnocracv Document All individuals are
perceived as

acknowledged. In a Synocracy, the uncompromising Ethical Standard of Absolute Trust in the
Wisdom,

practically manifest. A Synocracy is a form of Christiac power delegation that produces the

delegation of a Synocracy emerges when each individual, regardless of the advancement of
skill

members of a Synocracy find a balance between self-fulfillment or "receiving" and

Members of a Synocracy understand that "levels of development" are simply evolutionary
stages,



.. . Primary Synocratic leaders place fulfilment of the Universal Christos Intention of
expressing
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and practicality of Synocracy reside: a collective of peoples who remember, and consistently
apply

members of a Synocracy place attainment and maintenance of this personal Inner Christos
connection

Members of a Synocracy take personal responsibility for themselves by consistently running
the D-

Members of a Synocracy willingly learn from each other, and hold each other in
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Calgary 2002. MCRC Synocratic Power Structure Document MM/6DVD: The Mechanics of
Manifestation 2001
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needed priority." (Synocracy Document) "I sense the restlessness in many of you.
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Members of a Synocracy36 willingly learn from each other, and hold each other in

often possess 36 Synocracy is a Christiac society. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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and Blessedness. (Synocracy Document) One of our challenges on the Path of Mastery
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Members of a Synocracy place attainment and maintenance of this personal Inner Christos
connection

and Responsibility." (Synocracy Document) "MRWSCF: Keep that straight, be willing to do
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yours?" 3. Use Synocracy. Run it by a few loving, trusted, objective friends. See
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on egos." (Synocracy Document) The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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like concepts of Synocracy, for example - of you know, the ideal of Krystic

you do total Synocracy with that, you get a bunch of Krystics completely walked

that really turns Synocracy into something else completely. It turns it into a dictatorship

the fallen sides. Synocracy will always be a perspective that the Krystic worlds that

But to have Synocracy, every person, every Being in that collective that calls itself

calls itself a Synocracy actually has to have congruence between their actions, their words
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I just love Synocracy. And one of the most amazing key elements to Synocracy

key elements to Synocracy is called "Transparency." Oooooh. There"s a lot of people

their place in Synocracy. What do you think? [clapping from audience] So we"ll
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BIG STEP IN SYNOCRACY during this workshop. And we will talk about what it
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that run complete Synocracies because everybody is healed from this kind of nonsense. One
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very well with Synocracy and with everyone having their connection to, you know, to
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of finding a Synocracy is finding it within yourself. And the first part of
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... just like Synocracy is a cherished reality to aim for embodying, so is
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This is where Synocracy starts Synocracy starts with the truth. And it starts with

where Synocracy starts Synocracy starts with the truth. And it starts with not brushing
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the concept of Synocracy, we will show you what it means. And we"ll also

where full-on Synocracy requires every person in that Synocracy to be actually running

person in that Synocracy to be actually running Krystic frequency - not speaking Krystic

a step towards Synocracy. And I think we"re going to look at that in

luck with the Synocracy. It"ll be cake walk for the FAtalE to walk all

is a genuine Synocracy, which is fairness for everyone which is built on truth

You know where Synocracies are? It"s where everybody can read each other"s minds. Okay?

lip service to Synocracy too, but if you are at the same time denying

yourself. That"s not Synocracy. That"s a hypocrisy. And at this point, this Shield and

a face for Synocracy. Because that is what has been going on for quite
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first step towards Synocracy and all of that is a first step toward healing
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about back to Synocracy and about what is better- opacity, translucency, transparency, or
krystal

place to start Synocracy from So we"ll see where that goes even though sometimes
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bit about the Synocracy thing again And various levels of what kind of light
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we"ll talk about Synocracy and those kind of things. So have a good break
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the concept of Synocracy, and that great ideal that everyone claiming to be a

the board. And Synocracy is really good when everybody is transmitting Krystiac. When
everybody

the love of Synocracy, for the Love of Eternal Kryst, and for understanding the
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the beginning of Synocracy, and Synocracy is only hypocrisy if you don"t have transparency

of Synocracy, and Synocracy is only hypocrisy if you don"t have transparency And if
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new step in Synocracy, focusing on how the Key element in Synocracy is Transparency,

Key element in Synocracy is Transparency, which brings about Clarity, through which we can
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members of the Synocracic organizacion a.re encounged to become self-sovereign leaders in
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Page S-34 Synocracy (Chrisriac Ch"ili: arion - Synocraric Society) A "Syoocnc~

Ch"ili: arion - Synocraric Society) A "Syoocnc~·". the heart oftht Founders"
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